		

Introducing the KIN Play Sound Bar, Totem’s first fully powered sound bar. Kin
is all about versatility and providing audio solutions and the KIN Play Sound
Bar proudly follows this tradition. Wall mount it or place it on a tabletop and
it’ll sound equally sensational. Connect your favorite sources and stream audio
wirelessly in high resolution. Your TV deserves to be paired with the KIN Play
Sound Bar.
www.totemacoustic.com

KIN Play Sound Bar is fully
capable of providing exciting,
explosive performance for
movies and gaming, but can
also play richly and with
enhanced clarity at low
volumes.

Specifications / Features
Description:			Active Soundbar
Frequency Response:

60 Hz – 22 kHz ± 3 dB

Woofers:			

4 x 4” Natural Hybrid

Tweeters: 			

2 x 1” Metal Alloy

An array of equalization
settings - Pure, Concert,
Movies, TV, Night, and Gamesensure KIN Play Sound Bar
adapts to every listening
preference.

Power:			

150w total ( 75 x 2 )

Analog Inputs:		

Stereo RCA, mini jack

Digital Inputs:		

Optical, Bluetooth 5.0

Subwoofer Outputs:

20-220Hz @ ±3dB

Dimensions (HxWxD):

152 x 1200 x 115mm /

The latest addition to the KIN
family shares similar technology with the series and is
equipped with 4 x 4” KIN
natural hybrid woofers and 2
KIN Metal Alloy dome
tweeters. All drivers have
been customized for their
new cabinet and integrated
amplifier which produces 2 x
75W.

				

5.98 x 47.24 x 4.52”

The 10” 300wat KIN SUB 10
can be easily paired
wirelessly. It adds substantial
depth and impact to the low
frequencies, enhancing the
bass experience.

Included Accessories: Wall Bracket, Adhesive
Feet, Remote Control, Optical Wire & Power
Cord
Available Finishes: Black and white
At 1200 mm/ 47 ¼” wide, it is sized to fit 55”
screens and larger, and at 115mm / 4.5” deep,
about the depth of a mounted TV.
Wall brackets, vesa spaced inserts, and sound
isolation feet are all included so it can be
positioned wherever desired.

About Totem Acoustic
Created in 1987, Totem’s mission is to develop loudspeakers capable of reproducing a truly
involving performance. Our goal is to provide designs that are affordable, cosmetically timeless,
and invoke an emotional response. Music, movies, TV, and video games are accurately rendered
with a powerful focus that is yet soul stirring.
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